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You are advised to read the instructions carefully, before you proceed to any changes. 
Any modifications on your motorcycle should be performed by specialized personnel,

however the installation process of this product is quite easy if you follow the instructions below. 

2 X Plastic covers 
2 X metal supports (L-FSC-XSR)

4 Χ adaptors 8X12Χ8 
4 Χ screws Μ5Χ25 (allen- round head-washers) 

2 Χ screws Μ5Χ15 (allen- round head-washers) 
4 Χ screws Μ6Χ15 (allen- round head-washers) 
4 X safety nuts Μ6 
4 Χ  washers 6Χ18 
8 Χ plastic washers 5Χ12 

 Unscrew and remove the front side cover. 

Screw the bracket in place 
(there is indication for L & R), 
using the screws (Μ6Χ15) and the nuts 
(M6) with the washer. 

Place the plastic washer outside the screw 
(for color protection in case you have painted it) 
as show in the photo. 
Do not tighten the screws. 
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For any further information please do not hesitate to contact us: Tel.: +30 2108075387 Email: 
The product is for race use only

  info@c-racer.com

Screw in place the front side number plate 
using the (Μ5Χ15) screws. 

Take one of the adaptors and place it in between your fingers, as you see in the photo. Slide it through behind the 
plastic cover and hold it in place until you ran through the Μ5Χ25 screw with he plastic washer – 

then screw it in its previous position but do not tighten yet. 
Do the same on the lower part of the plate. 

Once you have placedall the screws then 
you may tighten them. 

Follow the same instructions to place it 
on the other side as well. 

The end result should appear as in the 
photo. 

Thank you for choosing one of our products. 

You may watch the installation video at the 
following link: https://youtu.be/pAYhCkkREuA 


